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SUMMARY

In visual cortex monocular deprivation (MD) during
a critical period (CP) reduces the ability of the
deprived eye to activate cortex, but the underlying
cellular plasticity mechanisms are incompletely
understood. Here we show that MD reduces the
intrinsic excitability of layer 5 (L5) pyramidal neurons
and enhances long-term potentiation of intrinsic
excitability (LTP-IE). Further, MD and LTP-IE induce
reciprocal changes in Kv2.1 current, and LTP-IE
reverses the effects of MD on intrinsic excitability.
Taken together these data suggest that MD reduces
intrinsic excitability by preventing sensory-drive
induced LTP-IE. The effects of MD on excitability
were correlated with the classical visual system CP,
and (like the functional effects ofMD) could be rapidly
reversedwhenvisionwas restored.Thesedataestab-
lish LTP-IE as a candidatemechanismmediating loss
of visual responsiveness within L5, and suggest that
intrinsic plasticity plays an important role in experi-
ence-dependent refinement of visual cortical circuits.

INTRODUCTION

In mammals, visual deprivation early in life sets in motion

a cascade of events that can result in dramatic impairment of

visual function (Fagiolini et al., 1994; Hubel et al., 1977; LeVay

et al., 1980; Shatz and Stryker, 1978). Even periods of visual

deprivation as short as 2 days during an early critical period

(CP) result in amblyopia—loss of visual acuity and cortical

responsiveness to stimulation of the deprived eye (Frenkel and

Bear, 2004; Kaneko et al., 2008). These changes have largely

been ascribed to synaptic plasticity mechanisms (Smith et al.,

2009; Tropea et al., 2009), but cortical neurons also possess

plasticity mechanisms that regulate their intrinsic excitability

(Beck and Yaari, 2008; Cudmore and Turrigiano, 2004; Daoudal

and Debanne, 2003; Fan et al., 2005; Marder and Prinz, 2002;

Nelson et al., 2003; Sourdet et al., 2003; Zhang and Linden,

2003). Whether intrinsic plasticity contributes to the loss of visual

cortical responsiveness induced by visual deprivation, and by

extension to the normal experience-development refinement of

cortex, has not been investigated.
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The rodent visual system is an important model system for

investigating the cellular and molecular underpinnings of CP

plasticity. Many visual response properties are influenced or

degraded by visual deprivation during a critical window begin-

ning around postnatal day (P) 19/20, including visual acuity

and the ability of the deprived eye to activate cortex (amblyopia),

and ocular dominance (OD) (Gordon and Stryker, 1996; Tagawa

et al., 2005; Huberman et al., 2008). In rodents much of the visual

fields of the two hemispheres do not overlap and are mapped to

a purely monocular region, with a smaller binocular region

receiving input from both eyes (Gordon and Stryker, 1996;

Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007). It has recently become clear that OD

shifts in binocular cortex involve two mechanistically distinct

processes; first a rapid (within 2 day) loss of responsiveness to

the deprived eye, followed after 5–6 days by a potentiation of

responsiveness to the nondeprived eye. Visual responsiveness

to the deprived eye depresses with an identical time course in

monocular and binocular cortex (Frenkel and Bear, 2004;

Kaneko et al., 2008), indicating that the cellular plasticity mech-

anisms that underlie deprivation-induced amblyopia are present

and can be studied in both cortical areas.

Many forms of plasticity are present within visual cortical

circuits, and their expression is cell type- and layer-specific

(Crozier et al., 2007; Daw et al., 1992; Desai et al., 2002; Jiang

et al., 2007; Maffei et al., 2004, 2006; Maffei and Turrigiano,

2008). The canonical view of information flow in visual cortical

columns is that thalamic information enters the cortex primarily

in layer 4 (L4), is relayed from L4 to layers 2/3 (L2/3) where there

are extensive lateral connections with local and distant cortical

areas, and from there passes to layer 5 (L5) (Bannister, 2005;

Gilbert and Wiesel, 1983; Thomson and Bannister, 2003). L5

pyramidal neurons in turn project to a number of cortical and

subcortical targets, and constitute a major output pathway of

cortex (Hattox and Nelson, 2007; Kawamura et al., 1974;

Thomson and Bannister, 2003). Each cortical layer thus has

specific input and output connections, as well as specialized

local circuitry (Martin, 2002), and layer-specific plasticity mech-

anisms are likely tuned to the particular functional requirements

of each layer (Nelson and Turrigiano, 2008).

In keeping with this layer-specific view of cortical plasticity,

the cellular plasticity mechanisms that underlie deprivation-

induced amblyopia appear to differ in different layers (Daw

et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2008; Maffei et al., 2006), and include

potentiation of inhibition within L4, but not L2/3 (Maffei et al.,

2006, 2010; Maffei and Turrigiano, 2008), as well as distinct

forms of LTD in L4 and L2/3 (Crozier et al., 2007; Liu et al.,
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Figure 1. MD Decreases Spontaneous

Firing and Intrinsic Excitability of L5 Pyra-

midal Neurons

(A) Examples of spontaneous L5 pyramidal neuron

firing in slices from the control (left upper panel) or

deprived (left lower panel) hemisphere, average

firing rates (middle panel), and camera lucida

reconstruction of biocytin fill (right panel).

(B) Examples of evoked responses of neurons

from the control (left upper panel) or deprived

(left lower panel) hemispheres, in the presence of

synaptic blockers. Right panel: average F-I curves

from the two conditions.

(C) Average values (left to right) of F-I curve slope,

current threshold, Vm, input resistance (Rin), and

voltage threshold for spiking. *p < 0.05 here and

in subsequent figures.
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2008). Using experience to generate a functional cortical

column thus involves the well-orchestrated engagement of

a distributed set of plasticity mechanisms, and our ability to

understand and manipulate CP plasticity requires a full under-

standing of the layer- and cell type-specific mechanisms that

underlie it. Currently, there is no candidate mechanism for the

loss of visual responsiveness within L5, the major output

pathway of cortex.

Changes in intrinsic excitability that alter the input-output

function of a neuron can strongly affect network behavior by

enhancing or suppressing the effectiveness of individual neurons

in driving postsynaptic partners. Like synaptic plasticity, intrinsic

plasticity comes in homeostatic forms (Brager and Johnston,

2007; Desai et al., 1999; Pratt and Aizenman, 2007; Turrigiano

et al., 1994) and in nonhomeostatic forms, where high-frequency

firing drives an increase in intrinsic excitability (Aizenman et al.,

2003; Cudmore and Turrigiano, 2004; Nelson et al., 2003;

Sourdet et al., 2003). We recently found that a brief period of

repetitive high-frequency firing induces a long-term potentiation
Neuron 68, 750–762, N
of intrinsic excitability (LTP-IE) in L5 visual

cortical pyramidal neurons, characterized

by an increased excitability in the evoked

firing rate versus current curves (F-I

curves). This LTP-IE can be induced by

postsynaptic firing alone in the presence

of synaptic blockers, and requires

calcium influx and the activation of PKA

for its expression (Cudmore and Turri-

giano, 2004). The possibility that LTP-IE

might play a role in experience-depen-

dent changes in cortical function has not

been investigated.

Here we investigated the effects of brief

MD on intrinsic excitability of L5 pyra-

midal neurons in acute slices derived

from the control and deprived hemi-

spheres of monocular visual cortex. We

found that neurons from the deprived

hemisphere were less excitable than
those from the control hemisphere, and were able to undergo

a greater degree of potentiation during LTP-IE, suggesting that

MD moves L5 pyramidal neurons further from LTP-IE saturation,

perhaps by preventing LTP-IE induction. These excitability

changes occurred through alterations in both a leak conduc-

tance and a persistent voltage-dependent K+ (Kv) conductance,

and involved changes in surface expression of Kv2.1 channels,

suggesting that they are induced by activity-dependent changes

in Kv channel trafficking. The effects of MD on intrinsic excit-

ability were evident during a critical window that corresponded

well with the classical visual system CP, and could be rapidly

reversedwhen vision was restored. These data show that LTP-IE

plays an important role in regulating the excitability of a major

output pathway of cortex, and establishes LTP-IE as a candidate

mechanism mediating loss of visual responsiveness within L5.

More generally, our data suggest that LTP-IE serves a ‘‘use it

or lose it’’ function within L5 that gates cortical output by keeping

active neurons responsive while suppressing the output of

inactive neurons.
ovember 18, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 751
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Figure 2. MD Does Not Affect Excitability of

L5 FS Cells

(A) Examples of spontaneous FS firing from

neurons from the control (left upper panel) or

deprived (left lower panel) hemisphere. Right

panel: average firing rates for the two conditions.

(B) Examples of evoked responses from neurons

from the control (left upper panel) or deprived

(left lower panel) hemisphere. Right panel: F-I

curves of control and deprived FS cells.

(C) Average values (left to right) of F-I curve slope,

current threshold, membrane potential (Vm), input

resistance (Rin), and voltage threshold for spiking.

See also Figure S1.
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RESULTS

MD Selectively Decreases the Intrinsic Excitability
of L5 Pyramidal Neurons
To assess the effects of MD on excitability of L5 pyramidal

neurons, we first compared the spontaneous action potential

(AP) firing rates of L5 pyramidal neurons from control and

deprived hemispheres in slices from the monocular portion of

primary visual cortex (V1M). Monocular lid suture was performed

between P18–P21 (the very beginning of the classical visual

system CP), and slices were prepared from the control and

deprived hemispheres. To initiate spontaneous AP activity and

compare firing rates across conditions, we used ACSF in which

the Ca2+/Mg2+ ratio was modified to enhance spontaneous

activity, and injected a small constant bias current to keep the in-

terspike membrane potential (Vm) close to�60mV, as described
752 Neuron 68, 750–762, November 18, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.
previously (Maffei et al., 2004; Maffei and

Turrigiano, 2008). Under these conditions

L5pyramidal neurons firedAPsspontane-

ously in response to stochastic synaptic

events (Figure 1A), and MD caused

a 5-fold decrease in spontaneous firing

(Figure 1A, middle panel; control: n = 14;

deprived: n = 14; p < 0.01).

This reduction in spontaneous firing

could reflect changes in synaptic drive

and/or changes in intrinsic excitability.

To directly assess the intrinsic excitability

of L5 pyramidal neurons, we compared

F-I curves in neurons from the control

and deprived hemispheres, measured in

the presence of synaptic blockers from

a membrane potential of �65 mV. MD

significantly reduced the number of

spikes over the full range of current injec-

tions (analysis of variance [ANOVA],

p < 0.01), (Figure 1B), significantly de-

creased the slope of the linear portion of

the F-I curve (Figure 1C; control; n = 21;

deprived: n = 21; p < 0.01), increased

the current threshold for evoking spikes

(Figure 1C; control: n = 21; deprived:
n = 21; p < 0.05), and significantly reduced input resistance

(Rin) (Figure 1C; control: n = 21; deprived: n = 21; p < 0.01).

MD did not affect Vm (Figure 1C; control: n = 21; deprived:

n = 21; p = 0.81), or the voltage threshold for AP generation,

defined as the Vm where dVm/dt is R10 V/s (Figure 1C; control:

n = 14; deprived: n = 14; p = 0.35). These data suggest that

amajor contributor to the reduced spontaneous firing of L5 pyra-

midal neurons is a reduction in intrinsic excitability.

Pyramidal and GABAergic interneurons serve different func-

tions within the cortical microcircuit. To ask whether excitability

changes were specific to pyramidal neurons, we recorded from

FS cells within L5, using the G42 transgenic mouse line, in which

PV-positive interneurons express GFP, to target FS cells (Chat-

topadhyaya et al., 2004). First, we confirmed that, as for rat, L5

pyramidal neurons in mouse show decreased spontaneous

activity and intrinsic excitability following MD from P18–P21
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Figure 3. LTP-IE Is Enhanced by MD

(A) Example of LTP-IE in a neuron from the control

hemisphere, showing evoked spike number

versus time (top) and Rin (bottom). Dotted vertical

lines indicate the onset and end of induction

protocol in this and subsequent figures. The insets

(upper panel) illustrate the stimulus (gray) and

evoked responses (black) during preinduction,

induction, and postinduction (not shown at same

timescale). (B) Example of LTP-IE from the

deprived hemisphere. (C) Average time course of

LTP-IE from neurons from the control or deprived

hemisphere, with and without induction. (D) F-I

curves, (E) Rin, and (F) current threshold for control

and deprived neurons before and after LTP-IE

induction. See also Figure S2.
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(Figure S1 available online). In contrast, neither the spontaneous

activity (Figure 2A, control: n = 23; deprived: n = 23; p = 0.78) nor

intrinsic excitability (Figure 2B; control: n = 13; deprived: n = 12;

p = 0.36) were altered in FS cells following MD, nor were there

significant changes in Rin, Vm, or spike threshold (Figure 2C).

There are several classes of L5 pyramidal neurons with different

targets, morphologies, and firing properties (Hattox and Nelson,

2007); MD reduced intrinsic excitability in both thick- and

thin-tufted neurons as determined from cell fills, suggesting

that this effect generalized across L5 pyramidal neuron types.

MD thus reduces neuronal excitability in a cell type-specific

manner, and selectively targets the principle excitatory output

neurons of L5.

MD Increases the Magnitude of LTP-IE

L5 pyramidal neurons exhibit a form of intrinsic plasticity (LTP-IE)

in which high-frequency firing produces a persistent increase in

intrinsic excitability (Cudmore and Turrigiano, 2004). This raised

the interesting possibility that MD might reduce intrinsic excit-
Neuron 68, 750–762, N
ability by preventing normal, sensory

drive-induced LTP-IE. If so, then deprived

neurons should be further from LTP-IE

saturation, and should exhibit a greater

degree of LTP-IE, than control neurons.

To examine this we induced LTP-IE using

a protocol modified from Cudmore and

Turrigiano (2004). We elicited precisely-

timed trains of APs (15 spikes at 40 Hz)

every 4 s for 10 min (Figure 3A, upper

panel). Neuronal excitability was probed

with a 500 ms long DC pulse of an ampli-

tude that evoked three to five APs during

the baseline period (Figure 3A, upper

panel); once the appropriate current

amplitude was determined, it was fixed

throughout the experiment.

This induction protocol potentiated

firing in response to a DC current pulse

in neurons from both control (Figure 3A)

and deprived (Figure 3B) hemispheres,

but strikingly, the magnitude of potentia-

tion was approximately twice as large
for deprived neurons (Figure 3C; control: 48.20% ± 1.60%,

n = 14; deprived: 94.42% ± 0.88%, n = 15). This protocol is

suprasaturating for LTP-IE induction, and additional periods of

induction using the same protocol did not induce further poten-

tiation (Figure S2). LTP-IE did not alter the Rin of control neurons

(Figure 3E; n = 14; 0.1% change p = 0.98), yet caused a small but

significant increase (�8%) in Rin for neurons from the deprived

hemisphere (Figure 3E; n = 15; p < 0.01). In control recordings

where no induction stimulus was delivered, the response re-

mained stable for the duration of the recording from neurons in

both control and deprived hemispheres (Figure 3C, triangles).

Next, we generated F-I curves before and after LTP-IE induc-

tion. As in the previous data set (Figure 1B), MD reduced excit-

ability over the whole suprathreshold voltage range tested (Fig-

ure 3D), while LTP-IE increased excitability for neurons in both

control and deprived hemispheres (p < 0.05), but produced

a much larger change in the F-I curve in deprived neurons.

Interestingly, after LTP-IE induction there was no significant
ovember 18, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 753
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Figure 4. L2/3 Pyramidal Neurons Do Not Express LTP-IE

(A) Example (upper left) and average (lower left) time course following delivery

of LTP-IE protocol to L2/3 pyramidal neurons. Right: change in excitability

50 min after the LTP-IE induction protocol for L2/3 and L5 pyramidal neurons.

(B) Average F-I curves before and after LTP-IE induction protocol in L2/3

pyramidal neurons. There was no significant change in the F-I curve (left panel)

or the current threshold for AP firing (right panel).
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difference in the F-I curves (ANOVA, p = 0.27) or current

threshold (Figure 3F; control: n = 10; deprived: n = 12; p =

0.30) for control and deprived neurons. Although LTP-IE induced

a small increase in the Rin of deprived neurons, Rin was still signif-

icantly lower in deprived neurons after LTP-IE induction

(Figure 3E), which might account for the persistent small (but

not significant) difference in F-I curves after induction (Figure 3D).

Taken altogether, these results suggest that neurons from the

deprived hemisphere are farther from saturation of LTP-IE than

control neurons, and thus can undergo more LTP-IE.

In contrast to L5, where lid suture reduces the intrinsic excit-

ability of L5 pyramidal neurons (Figure 1B), 2 days of lid suture

at the same developmental stage increases the intrinsic excit-

ability of L2/3 pyramidal neurons (Maffei and Turrigiano, 2008),

suggesting that these two classes of pyramidal neuron express

different forms of intrinsic plasticity. To determine whether

L2/3 pyramidal neurons express LTP-IE, we attempted to induce

intrinsic plasticity using the same protocol that is maximally

effective in L5 pyramidal neurons, and found no potentiation

(Figure 4A, n = 9, p = 0.24), no significant change in the F-I curves

(n = 5, p = 0.10), and no change in current threshold (Figure 4B,

n = 5, p = 0.37). These data indicate that LTP-IE is not a general

property of all pyramidal neurons.
754 Neuron 68, 750–762, November 18, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.
MD Reduces Excitability by Increasing a Persistent,

TEA-Sensitive Kv Current

Part of the reduction in intrinsic excitability of L5 pyramidal

neurons is likely due to theMD-induced reduction in Rin. To deter-

mine if changes in voltage-dependent currents alsocontribute,we

performed a series of additional experiments. First, we compared

themagnitudeofapersistent, TEA-sensitivedelayed-rectifier type

K+ current (IK-TEA) in L5 pyramidal neurons from the control and

deprived hemispheres. In pyramidal neurons the major somatic

delayed-rectifier type K+ current is thought to be generated by

Kv2.1 channels, and is TEA-sensitive but relatively 4-AP insensi-

tive (Coetzee et al., 1999; Lien et al., 2002; Misonou et al., 2005).

TEA blocks both transient and persistent delayed rectifier-type

potassium currents, as well as some calcium-dependent potas-

sium currents (Hille, 2001; Latorre et al., 1989). To isolate the

persistent, 4-AP insensitive component of IK-TEA, we performed

voltage-clamp recordings in the presence of TTX and 4-AP and

useda ramp stimulus from�90mV to+30mVwith different veloc-

ities (10, 30, and 50 mV/s), delivered before and after washing in

TEA (Figures 5A and 5B). To minimize the contribution of calcium

and calcium-dependent currents, we removed all calcium from

the external solution and added 5 mM BAPTA to the recording

micropipette. Ramp currents were leak subtracted, and then the

current in TEAwassubtracted from thecontrol current togenerate

aTEA-sensitive current (Figures5Aand5B, IK-TEA). Thisprocedure

isolated a voltage-dependent outward current, IK-TEA, that acti-

vated above �40 mV (Figure 5C).

MD significantly increased IK-TEA (Figure 5C; ANOVA, p < 0.05).

At +30 mV the average magnitude of IK-TEA increased by about

40% in cells from the deprived hemisphere (Figure 5C; control:

n = 16; deprived: n = 13; p < 0.01). Similar results were obtained

with all ramp velocities (data not shown). Converting current to

conductance and normalizing to the conductance at +30 mV

revealed that the increase in IK-TEA occurred without any

change in the voltage dependence of activation (Figure 5D), indi-

cating that MD enhanced IK-TEA by increasing the maximal

conductance rather than modulating the voltage dependence,

possibly by increasing channel number. Consistent with our

current-clamp data, MD also significantly increased the linear

leak current by 27.3% (control: n = 16; deprived: n = 13;

p < 0.01). In the voltage range above�60mV there was no differ-

ence between control and deprived neurons in the leak-sub-

tracted Im in the presence of TEA (Figure 5E control: n = 16;

deprived: n = 13; p = 0.71), indicating thatMD did not affect addi-

tional sustained outward currents. These data indicate that MD

increases the magnitude of both leak and IK-TEA in L5 pyramidal

neurons, and these changes are in the right direction to

contribute to the reduction in intrinsic excitability.

To assess a possible contribution from changes in inward

sodium current, we took advantage of the fact that the AP rate

of rise (dV/dt) is directly proportional to the sodium current

density (Kole et al., 2007). Quantification of the maximum

dV/dt revealed no difference between control and MD, or before

and after LTP-IE (Figure 5F), indicating no measurable effect on

somatic sodium currents. Finally, we examined the response of

L5 pyramidal neurons to long hyperpolarizing current steps

from �40 mV in the presence and absence of ZD-7288, a selec-

tive inhibitor of the hyperpolarization-activated inward current,
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Figure 5. MD Reduces Excitability by

Increasing a Persistent Kv Current (IK-TEA)

(A) Voltage-clamp recording from the control

hemisphere showing response to a voltage ramp

(slope: 30 mV/s). The leak-subtracted response

before (Without) and after (With) TEA, and the

TEA-sensitive difference current (IK-TEA, obtained

by subtracting the two), are shown.

(B) Same as (A), but for the deprived hemisphere.

(C) Average values of IK-TEA from neurons from the

control or deprived hemisphere. MD significantly

increased IK-TEA at voltages R+5 mVs.

(D) Average TEA-sensitive K conductance normal-

ized to the conductance at +30 mV.

(E) Average values of remainingmembrane current

(Im) from neurons from the control and deprived

hemispheres in the presence of TEA.

(F) Ratio of the maximum rate of rise of the AP (dV/

dtmax) between control and deprived neurons,

before and after LTP-IE. Left: from spontaneous

AP; right: from evoked APs.

(G) Average values of Ih (ZD-7288 sensitive

currents) from control and deprived neurons. Inset

shows step protocol used to isolate Ih.

(H) Simulation of the effects of modifying leak

current and IK-TEA on the F-I curve in model L5

pyramidal cell. Leak and IK-TEA were increased by

40% from starting values either separately or

together and the effect on F-I curve was plotted.
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Ih. As described previously (Berger et al., 2001; Kole et al., 2006)

Ih activated below�60 mV in these neurons (Figure 5G), and MD

significantly increased Ih at all voltages below �70 mV

(Figure 5G; control: n = 10; deprived: n = 10; p = 0.11). Because

of the voltage dependence of Ih, this might contribute to changes

in Rin but is unlikely to contribute to changes in the suprathres-

hold F-I curve. To assess the contribution of Ih, we measured

excitability in the presence of ZD-7288, and found that the differ-

ence in Rin and F-I curves between neurons from the control and

deprived hemispheres persisted (difference in ZD-7288 was

103% ± 4% of difference without ZD-7288; n = 4).

The changes in leak current and IK-TEA are in the right direction

to account for the MD-induced reduction in intrinsic excitability.

To determine whether these changes are sufficient, we utilized

a realistic conductance-based model of L5 pyramidal neurons
Neuron 68, 750–762, N
(modified from Kampa and Stuart, 2006;

see Experimental Procedures) to assess

the effects of modifying leak and IK-TEA
on the F-I curve. The initial values of leak

and K+ conductances in the model were

adjusted to better reproduce the shape

of our measured F-I curves, and the de-

layed-rectifier type current was replaced

with the TEA-sensitive current described

in Korngreen and Sakmann (2000) to

better model our measured TEA-sensitive

current. We generated F-I curves in the

model neuron in response to 0.5 s long

DC current injections, and found that

decreasing Rin and increasing IK-TEA by
40% each (the magnitude change observed experimentally)

reduced firing over the whole F-I curve, and increased the

current threshold (Figure 5H), similar to the effects of MD. At

current injections of 0.4–0.45 nA, a 40% increase in leak alone

produced a small decrease in firing (by 2 Hz); a 40% increase

in IK-TEA alone reduced firing by 4 Hz, and when both were

increased together, firing was reduced by 6 Hz. This matches

well the magnitude of effect observed in the experimental data

(a reduction of 6–10 Hz, Figure 1B or 3D). Qualitatively similar

results were obtained for the original unmodified Kampa and

Stuart model, and for a simple single compartment pyramidal

neuron model with a different balance of conductances (Pospi-

schil et al., 2008), indicating that these results are not particular

to specific model parameters. These modeling results demon-

strate that the change in outward currents measured here is
ovember 18, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 755
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Figure 6. MD Increases the Accumulation of Kv2.1 at the Somatic

Membrane of L5 Pyramidal Neurons

(A) Confocal z-projection showing Kv2.1 labeling (green) of NeuN-labeled L5

pyramidal neurons (red). (B) Representative electron micrograph showing

Kv2.1-DAB labeling (arrowhead) of an L5 somatic membrane. Kv2.1 -DAB

accumulations often appeared as electron-dense clusters on the extracellular

surface of somatic membranes. (C) Lower-magnification image and (D) higher-

magnification image (white box in C) showing Kv2.1 labeling on the extracel-

lular surface of the somatic membrane (arrowheads) at a pyramidal somatic

membrane. A large dendrite appears directly below the soma and receives

a synapse (arrow in C) from an adjacent bouton. Nuc, nucleus; Cyt, cytoplasm;

Den, dendrite. (E) Cumulative percentage plot of Kv2.1 label intensity on L5

somatic membranes for control and deprived neurons; inset shows mean

intensity. C, Control; D, Deprived. Scale bars = 20 mm (A), 200 nm (B),

500 nm (C), 200 nm (D).
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sufficient to account for the MD-induced reduction in intrinsic

excitability, and that IK-TEA plays a larger role in modifying the

suprathreshold F-I curve than does the reduction in leak.

MD Increases the Number of Kv2.1 Channels
in the Somatic Membrane
To directly determine whether MD increases the number of Kv2.1

channels in themembraneof L5pyramidal neurons,wequantified

the somatic expression of Kv2.1 by immuno-EM. L5 pyramidal

neurons were identified by strong NeuN labeling (GABAergic

interneurons show only weak NeuN labeling; Chattopadhyaya

et al., 2004; M.N. and G.T., unpublished data) and the character-

istic size and shape of somata andproximal dendrites (Figure 6A).

Confocal imaging after labeling with NeuN (red) and antibodies

directed against Kv2.1 (green; Lim et al., 2000; Mohapatra et al.,

2008; Muennich and Fyffe, 2004; Trimmer, 1991) revealed punc-

tate accumulation of channels along the somata and proximal

dendrites (Figure 6A). It was difficult to distinguish surface from

internal channels at the light microscope level, so to quantify

surface channels we went to the electron microscopy level,

where the Kv2.1 accumulations could be visualized along the

somatic membrane (Figures 6B–6D). We quantified the amount

of Kv2.1 signal/mmperimeter fromcross-sections of L5 pyramidal

somata from the control or deprived hemisphere (blind to condi-

tion) and found a significant increase in the Kv2.1 signal in

deprived neurons, to 121% ± 6% of control (Figure 6E, n = 20

neurons from each condition, p = 0.005, Mann-Whitney test).

This percentage increase is not as large as the change in IK-TEA,

possibly because the signal-to-noise ratio is less favorable in

the electron microscopy than in the voltage-clamp experiments.

These data strongly suggest that an increase in the surface

accumulation of Kv2.1 channels following MD contributes to the

changes in IK-TEA.

LTP-IE Induction Targets IK-TEA and Requires
Endocytosis, but Not New Protein Synthesis
If MD reduces intrinsic excitability by modulating the induction

of LTP-IE, then LTP-IE and MD should induce reciprocal

changes in IK-TEA. To test this, we measured IK-TEA 30 min after

‘‘mock’’ induction (no firing) or actual LTP-IE induction in

neurons from the deprived hemisphere. IK-TEA was measured

as described above, except that BAPTA was omitted from the

recording pipette to allow LTP-IE induction (Cudmore and

Turrigiano, 2004). LTP-IE induction significantly enhanced excit-

ability as in previous experiments, and reduced IK-TEA magni-

tude by about 40% (Figure 7A; no induction: n = 6; LTP-IE

without DYN: n = 9; p < 0.05) without affecting the voltage

dependence of IK-TEA activation (Figure 7B). This demonstrates

that MD and LTP-IE have reciprocal effects on IK-TEA, as

expected if MD reduces intrinsic excitability by preventing

LTP-IE induction.

Our data suggest that LTP-IE is expressed through a rapid

reduction in IK-TEA, likely through a reduction in the number of

channels in the neuronal membrane. LTP-IE did not require

new protein synthesis because it could still be induced in the

presence of anisomycin (Figures 7C and 7D; control: n = 14;

anisomycin: n = 9; p = 0.32, data from control hemisphere).

To test the idea that channel endocytosis might underlie LTP-IE
756 Neuron 68, 750–762, November 18, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.
induction, we infused a dynamin inhibitory peptide DYN

(QVPSRPNRAP) into neurons through the recording pipette

(Kim et al., 2007). Dynamin is essential for vesicle endocytosis,

and DYN has been shown to block Kv channel internalization in

hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Jung and Hoffman, 2009).

DYN by itself had no effect on baseline excitability over the

time course of these experiments (Figure 7E), but was able to

completely block the induction of LTP-IE (Figures 7E and 7F;

control: n = 14; DYN: n = 6; p < 0.001, data from the control

hemisphere). DYN was also able to completely prevent the
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Figure 7. LTP-IE Induction Targets IK-TEA
and Requires Endocytosis, but Not New

Protein Synthesis

(A) IK-TEA 30 min after mock induction (No Induc-

tion), or LTP-IE induction with or without DYN to

block endocytosis.

(B) Average TEA-sensitive K+ conductance

normalized to the conductance at +5 mV.

(C) Average time course of LTP-IE with or without

protein synthesis blockade.

(D) Average potentiation after LTP-IE protocol with

and without anisomycin.

(E) Average time course of LTP-IE with and without

endocytosis blocker (DYN: 100 mM) in the

recording pipette.

(F) Average potentiation after LTP-IE protocol with

and without DYN.
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change in IK-TEA induced by LTP-IE induction (Figures 7A and 7B;

LTP-IE with DYN: n = 5; LTP-IE without DYN: n = 9; p < 0.05, data

from the deprived hemisphere). Taken together with the

enhanced Kv2.1 channel accumulation during MD, these data

suggest that LTP-IE depends critically on the dynamin-depen-

dent endocytosis of channels underlying IK-TEA (likely Kv2.1

channels).

A CP for MD-Induced Changes in Intrinsic Excitability
Rapid OD plasticity is confined to a developmental window that

opens around P19/20 and closes near the end of the fifth post-

natal week (around P34) (Fagiolini et al., 1994; Gordon and

Stryker, 1996). If, as our data suggest, MD-induced reduction

in excitability of L5 pyramidal neurons is a major contributor to

the loss of visual responsiveness within L5, then it should exhibit

a similar critical window. To test this we cut slices from animals
Neuron 68, 750–762, N
of different ages and examined LTP-IE

induction and the effects of MD. LTP-IE

was absent in L5 pyramidal neurons just

prior to eye opening (P14/15), was signif-

icant by P17/18, reached a peak by P20/

21, and remained at a similar level until

P34/35, the latest age tested. Thus LTP-

IE turns on after eye opening and persists

through the CP (Figure 8A). Next, we

asked whether the ability of visual experi-

ence to reduce excitability and modulate

the magnitude of LTP-IE was develop-

mentally regulated, by performing

2 days of MD at different developmental

stages. The ability of MD to enhance

the magnitude of LTP-IE was absent at

P18/P19 (control: n = 6; deprived: n = 9;

p = 0.82), present between P20/P21

(control: n = 14; deprived: n = 15; p <

0.001) and P27/P28 (control: n = 9;

deprived: n = 8; p = 0.01), and completely

absent again at P34/35 (Figure 8B;

control: n = 9; deprived: n = 6; p =

0.64). The same pattern was observed
for the ability of MD to modulate intrinsic excitability: we

compared the ratio of deprived to control firing rates (from F-I

curves at current injections from 0.25 to 0.4 nA), and found

that excitability was reduced by MD at P20/21 and P27/28,

but not earlier or later (Figure 8C). Thus, the ability of visual

deprivation to reduce intrinsic excitability and enhance LTP-IE

exhibits a critical window that mirrors the critical window for

MD-induced loss of visual responsiveness.

The Effects of MD Are Rapidly Reversed
The effects of brief (<6 day) MDduring the CP can be reversed by

as little as 4 hr of visual experience where rapid reversal has been

examined (ferrets, Krahe et al., 2005; cats, Mitchell et al., 2001).

We wished to know if changes in intrinsic excitability (Figure 1B)

and LTP-IE (Figure 3C) can also be reversed by restoring vision,

and to determine how fast such a reversal might be. To test this
ovember 18, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 757
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Figure 8. CP for MD-Induced Changes in Intrinsic Excitability and

LTP-IE Induction

(A) Magnitude of LTP-IE at different developmental ages.

(B) The effects of MD at different developmental times on the magnitude of

LTP-IE.

(C) The effect of MD at different developmental ages on intrinsic excitability.

Firing rates are expressed as the ratio of control to deprived firing rates (aver-

aged over current injections R0.3 nA).
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we restored visual experience after 2 days of MD by removing

the lid sutures under light isoflurane anesthesia. We tested the

recovery at two time points: 6 hr and 24 hr after reopening the

eyelid. Both 6 and 24 hr of re-exposure to light returned

the magnitude of LTP-IE to control levels (Figures 9A and 9D;

control: n = 14; recovery, 6 hrs: n = 11; recovery, 24 hrs:

n = 10). As little as 6 hours of re-exposure to light also restored

F-I curves (Figures 9B and 9C), Rin, and the current threshold

for evoking spikes to control values (Figure 9D). Thus, reinstating

visual experience can rapidly reverse both the effects of MD on

L5 pyramidal neuron excitability and the enhanced magnitude

of LTP-IE.
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DISCUSSION

The cellular mechanism by which MD induces a loss of visual

responsiveness within L5 is unknown. Here we show that MD

reduces the intrinsic excitability of L5 pyramidal neurons, and

concomitantly increases the magnitude of LTP-IE. Interestingly,

the absolute level of excitability of L5 pyramidal neurons

following LTP-IE induction is similar for control and deprived

neurons, suggesting that visual deprivation reduces L5

pyramidal neuron intrinsic excitability by reducing or preventing

visually driven LTP-IE. These changes in excitability were

accomplished through changes in the surface expression of

Kv2.1 channels, and exhibited a CP that mirrored the classical

CP for visual cortical plasticity. These data suggest for the first

time that intrinsic plasticity plays an important role in the experi-

ence-dependent refinement of visual cortical circuits.

Several forms of synaptic and intrinsic plasticity have been

identified in L5 pyramidal neurons (Cudmore and Turrigiano,

2004; Kurotani et al., 2008; Majewska et al., 2006; Markram

et al., 1997; Sjöström et al., 2001), but none have been tied to

experience-dependent plasticity. Here we show that brief visual

deprivation (of a duration that reduces deprived-eye responses)

dramatically reduces spontaneous firing and the intrinsic excit-

ability of L5 pyramidal neurons. This decrease in excitability

reduces the effectiveness of synaptic drive, and thus should

contribute to reduced responsiveness to visual stimulation within

L5. It should be noted that our experiments were confined to

monocular cortex, so we do not know how intrinsic plasticity

affects the responses in binocular cortex where neurons receive

a gradedmixture of inputs from the two eyes. In binocular cortex,

excitability should presumably be strongly reduced in neurons

receiving significant drive from the deprived eye and unaffected

in neurons receiving strong or exclusive drive from the spared

eye, while the impact on neurons receiving mixed drive will

depend on the threshold for LTP-IE induction.

Further supporting the notion that intrinsic plasticity in L5

monocular cortex contributes to rapid MD-induced response

depression, the susceptibility to MD-induced changes in excit-

ability (and LTP-IE enhancement) is confined to a developmental

window between P20/21 and P35. This timing coincides well

with opening and closing of the CP for rapid OD plasticity in

binocular rodent visual cortex (Fagiolini et al., 1994; Gordon

and Stryker, 1996, Tagawa et al., 2005), although the exact CP

for loss of visual responsiveness in monocular cortex has not

been determined. The developmental acquisition of LTP-IE in

L5 pyramidal neurons also coincides well with the opening of

the classical visual system CP, with the magnitude of LTP-IE

reaching its peak at the beginning of the CP. However, at P35

LTP-IE could still be induced in slice recordings, even though

MD no longer triggered a reduction in excitability. A similar

dissociation has been observed for LTD, amechanism proposed

to underlie loss of visual responsiveness in L4 and L2/3:

developmental changes in the ability to induce LTD in slices do

not correlate well with the OD CP in either L4 or L2/3 (Jiang

et al., 2007). Why LTP-IE can still be induced in older slices

even though MD no longer affects intrinsic excitability is unclear.

One possibility is that the threshold for LTP-IE induction is lower

in older animals, so the change in visual drive induced by lid
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suture is not sufficient to prevent LTP-IE induction. Alternatively,

at older ages the excitability changes induced by LTP-IE may

persist longer, so that 2 days of MD is no longer sufficient to

reduce excitability. A third possibility is that lid suture has less

impact on cortical activity in mature animals than in young

animals, so that MD no longer withdraws excitation sufficiently

to prevent LTP-IE induction. The persistence of LTP-IE in older

animals suggests that in addition to contributing to CP plasticity,

LTP-IE may play other important roles in the normal adult

physiology of L5.

Our data strongly suggest that the MD-induced reduction in

L5 intrinsic excitability arises in large part because visual depri-

vation prevents the induction of LTP-IE. The evidence for this is

several-fold. First, visual deprivation enhances the magnitude of
Neuron 68, 750–762, N
LTP-IE, and LTP-IE induces a similar

absolute level of excitability in control

and deprived neurons, suggesting that

deprived neurons start further from satu-

ration but reach the same saturation

point as control neurons. Second, LTP-

IE induction reverses many of the effects

of visual deprivation, including the

change in current threshold and F-I

curves. Third, LTP-IE and MD target

intrinsic plasticity by inducing reciprocal

changes in IK-TEA. And finally, restoring

vision completely reverses the changes

in both intrinsic excitability and the

magnitude of LTP-IE. Taken together,

these data suggest that visual drive nor-

mally maintains L5 pyramidal neurons in

an excitable state by inducing LTP-IE.

LTP-IE in neocortical neurons requires

postsynaptic calcium influx and PKA acti-

vation for its induction (Cudmore and

Turrigiano, 2004), but how activation of

this kinase cascade leads to an increase

in excitability was unknown. Here we

find that MD and LTP-IE-induced excit-

ability changes were accompanied by

reciprocal changes in IK-TEA likely carried

by Kv2.1 channels, without apparent

changes in inward INa. MD also reduced

Rin by increasing a linear leak current.

Several forms of intrinsic plasticity in
hippocampal pyramidal neurons are thought to involve Ih-driven

changes in Rin (Brager and Johnston, 2007; Fan et al., 2005; van

Welie et al., 2004), and we also observed an MD-induced

enhancement of Ih in L5 pyramidal neurons. However, the MD-

induced increase in Ih we observed did not contribute signifi-

cantly to the change in either Rin or the suprathreshold F-I curve,

because these differences persisted in the presence of ZD-

7288. This is consistent with dynamic clamp data showing that

to significantly affect the suprahreshold F-I curve by modulating

Ih requires 6- to 9-fold changes in Ih (van Welie et al., 2004),

much larger than the doubling observed here. Further, although

we cannot rule out additional changes in other currents, our

modeling data show that the changes in IK-TEA and Rin can

largely account for the effects of MD on the suprathreshold
ovember 18, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 759
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changes in the F-I curve, with IK-TEA playing the dominant role.

The MD-induced change in IK-TEA was accompanied by an

increase in somatic Kv2.1 channel number, and a dynamin-

inhibitory peptide known to block Kv channel internalization

(Kim et al., 2007) was able to block both LTP-IE induction and

the resulting changes in IK-TEA. Taken together these data

strongly suggest that MD and LTP-IE induce reciprocal changes

in the surface expression of Kv2.1 channels.

LTP-IE is not a general feature of all cortical neurons: though it

is strongly expressed within pyramidal neurons of L5, L2/3

pyramidal neurons have little or no LTP-IE, and within L5 the

effects of MD on intrinsic excitability are restricted to pyramidal

neurons. This raises the interesting question of what computa-

tional advantage is conferred on L5 pyramidal neurons by

expressing this form of intrinsic plasticity. L5 pyramidal neurons

are unique in that they constitute the major output pathways to

cortical and subcortical structures such as the tectum, pontine

nuclei, and contralateral cortex, and so are thought to be impor-

tant modulators of numerous sensory and motor processes

(Hattox and Nelson, 2007; Kawamura et al., 1974; Thomson

and Bannister, 2003; Kurotani et al., 2008). Unlike Hebbian

forms of synaptic plasticity that are thought to be synapse

specific, the change in excitability produced by LTP-IE will

modify the responsiveness of the neuron to all synaptic inputs,

and so could serve as a mechanism to regulate the overall

gain of cortical output. Pyramidal neurons in L5 receive coordi-

nated excitatory drive from L2/3, and lid suture both reduces

correlated visual drive (Linden et al., 2009) and increases

ex vivo spontaneous firing in L2/3 (Maffei and Turrigiano,

2008). Functionally, loss of LTP-IE during visual deprivation

and the resulting reduction in intrinsic excitability may help

suppress the responsiveness of L5 pyramidal neurons to noisy

input from L2/3, thus preventing the inappropriate activation of

downstream sensory and motor centers. Further, enhanced

LTP-IE in deprived neurons should help promote recovery of

function if L5 begins to receive strong correlated input once

again. More generally, by endowing L5 pyramidal neurons with

the ability to transition between high and low gain states, LTP-

IE may allow cortical output to be gated so that noisy pathways

are suppressed and effective pathways are enhanced in

a dynamic and reversible manner.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

All experimental procedures used in this study were approved by the Institu-

tional Animal Care and Use Committee at Brandeis University and followed

the guidelines of the National Institute of Health.

Lid Suture

Long-Evans rats or G42 mice were anesthetized with a cocktail of Ketamine,

Xylazine, and Acepromazine and eyelids were sutured for 2–3 days as previ-

ously described (Maffei et al., 2004). Sutures were checked each day and if

not intact, animals were not used. For suture removal animals were anesthe-

tized using isoflurane, the stitches were removed, and the eye was flushed

with sterile saline and examined; animals were excluded if any abnormalities

were apparent.

Solutions

Whole-cell recordings were obtained using regular ACSF or active ACSF and

internal solution as described (Maffei et al., 2004, 2006; Maffei and Turrigiano,
760 Neuron 68, 750–762, November 18, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.
2008). Synaptic blockers were 50 mMAPV, 20 mMDNQX, and 20 mMpicrotoxin

or bicuculline. To measure TEA-sensitive currents, the ASCF contained

synaptic blockers, 0.3 mM TTX, 5 mM 4-AP, and 2 mMNiCl2. For bath applica-

tion of TEA, the ASCF was modified by equimolar substitution of NaCl with

TEA-Cl (30 mM). To measure Ih the ASCF contained 30 mM TEA-Cl, 1 mM

BaCl2, 5 mM 4-AP, and 2 mM NiCl2. To block Ih, 20 mM ZD-7288 was added

to ACSF (bath application). Anisomycin was bath applied at a concentration

of 25 mM. DYN peptide (100 mM) was added to the internal solution. See

Supplemental Information for details.

Slice Preparation and Electrophysiology

Coronal brain slices (300 mm) containing V1M from control and deprived

hemispheres were prepared as described (Maffei et al., 2004, 2006; Maffei

and Turrigiano, 2008). Recordings were obtained using IR-DIC optics from

both thick- and thin-tufted L5 pyramidal neurons, and firing types were

a mixture of regular-spiking and weak burst firing; results were similar for

both firing types so results were combined. FS cells from the G42 mouse

line were identified under fluorescence optics and patched using IR-DIC.

Morphology and location of recorded cells were verified after processing for

biocytin; pyramidal cell morphologies included both slender and thick-tufted

architecture (Hattox and Nelson, 2007). Whole-cell recordings were obtained

as previously described using either an Axopatch 200B or a MultiClamp

700B (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). Responses were filtered at 2–3

kHz and digitized at 10 kHz. Acquisition and analysis used in-house programs

written in IgorPro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR). Pyramidal and FS

neurons were excluded if Vm > �60 mV, series resistances (Rs) > 25 MU, or

if Rs varied by more than 25% of its initial value during the course of the exper-

iment. All physiological recordings were performed at 33�C–35�C.
To generate F-I curves, a range of randomized depolarizing current injec-

tions (0 to 0.7 nA) were delivered with an interstimulus interval of 20 s; each

current amplitude was repeated at least twice for each cell and responses

were averaged. To isolate IK-TEA, voltage ramps (�90 mV to +30 mV, slopes:

10, 30, and 50 mV/s) were presented before and after washing in TEA. Each

ramp was presented at least twice (at 30 s intervals) for each condition and

the responses were averaged. Reported voltages were not adjusted for junc-

tion potential. Linear leak current was estimated around (±5 mV) resting

membrane potential, where membrane current (Im) was zero. To isolate Ih,

we measured responses to 1 s voltage steps to test potentials between

�40 to �110 mV from a holding potential of �40 mV (see inset in Figure 3G).

The responses were recorded before and after washing in ZD-7288, and Ih
was obtained by subtracting the responses with and without ZD-7288. To

measure the maximum rate of rise (dV/dtmax) of the AP, we differentiated Vm

during the first AP in the spike train and extracted the peak dV/dt.

For LTP-IE experiments, only neurons with a stable baseline, stable

recording parameters throughout, and a postinduction duration of record-

ing R40 min were included. LTP-IE was induced with short-duration DC

pulses (4 ± 1 ms, 0.7–1.2 nA) to elicit precisely timed spikes. F-I curves were

obtained at the end of the 10 min baseline and again at the end of the postin-

duction recording. The degree of LTP-IE was calculated as the ratio of firing

during the last 10 min of the postinduction recording to the baseline.

Modeling

We tested the effect of modifying outward conductances on F-I curves in

a model reconstructed L5 pyramidal neuron adapted from Kampa and Stuart

(2006). Simulations were run on NEURON 7.1 (Hines and Carnevale, 1997).

All parameters of the model remained as published (Kampa and Stuart, 2006)

except for the following: (1) membrane resistivity (Rm) was changed to

50,000 U.cm2; (2) noninactivating potassium conductance was replaced with

a published TEA-sensitive potassium current that better matched our

voltage-clamp data (Korngreen and Sakmann, 2000), with a conductance

density of 500, 40, 80pS/cm2 in the axon, soma, and thedendrites respectively;

and (3) the initial fast-inactivating (A-type) potassium conductance was also

uniformly raised by 20%. These modifications resulted in model F-I curves

that more closely resembled our experimental data. Leak and TEA-sensitive

conductances were increased homogeneously to model the experimental

changes, and the effects on the model F-I curve were determined. Simulations

were executed at 35�C, with an initial resting potential of �70 mV.
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Confocal and Electron Microscopy

After MD rats were transcardially perfused with Tyrode’s solution (pH 7.4)

followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PF)/0.5% glutaraldehyde, 50 mm coronal

sections from control and deprived hemispheres were cut on a vibratingmicro-

tome. Sections were incubated in mouse anti-NeuN monoclonal antibody

(Millipore; MAB377) at 1:500 and rabbit polyclonal anti-Kv2.1 C-terminal

primary antibody (Alomone Labs, APC-012; Muennich and Fyffe, 2004;

Trimmer, 1991) at 1 mg/ml; double-labeling with this and the Kv2.1 monoclonal

antibody described below showed an identical distribution. Confocal images

were acquired on a Leica SP5 with a 633 oil immersion objective (n.a. 1.4).

Immuno-EMwas performed as described (Nahmani and Erisir, 2005) in parallel

on control and deprived tissue; all processing, data collection, and analysis

were done blind to condition. Sections were immersed in mouse monoclonal

N-terminal anti-Kv2.1 antibody (NeuroMab, 75-159; Lim et al., 2000; Mohapa-

tra et al., 2008) at 5 mg/ml for 48 hr, and then in biotinylated anti-mouse IgG

(Vector Labs; BA-9200) 1:100 for 2 hr, avidin-biotin complex (Vector Labs;

PK-6100) for 2 hr, and 0.002% DAB/0.003% H2O2 (8 min), and were then

reacted with 1% OsO4 for 45 min, immersed in 4% uranyl acetate overnight,

dehydrated, and resin-embedded. Ultrathin sections of L5 were cut to 70–

80 nm and collected on 200 mesh copper grids. Electron microscopy analysis

was performed at a uniform distance (25–100 mm) from the tissue to resin inter-

face. Pyramidal somata were photographed as encountered and without

regard to label intensity using a Morgagni 268 electron microscope with

a 12 bit CCD camera and 24 mm pixel size at 1280 3 1024. Images were ob-

tained at 5–8K and analyzed at approximately 60–80K. Oblong oval-shaped

regions of interest (ROIs), approximately 80 nm in radius from the somatic

membrane, were made along the entire perimeter of identified somata. Back-

ground intensities within each image were calculated from unlabeled ROIs and

an Intensity Index was calculated as Mean Membrane ROI Intensity � Mean

Background ROI Intensity/ROI Perimeter, for all ROIs.

Statistical Analysis

All data are expressed asmean ± standard error of mean (SEM) for the number

of neurons indicated. Unless otherwise indicated, paired two-tailed Student’s

t tests were used for within-cell comparisons; for comparisons across condi-

tions, unpaired two-tailed Student’s t tests, ANOVA followed by a post hoc

Tukey test, or the nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Mann-Whitney

tests were used, as appropriate.
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